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Double win for Suciu Popa in London at Euromoney’s Benchmark Litigation
Europe Awards

Suciu Popa has been named Dispute Resolution Firm of the Year (Romania) and Luminita Popa was
awarded as Lawyer of the Year (Romania) at the 2019 Benchmark Litigation Awards. The awards
ceremony was held on Wednesday in London and Suciu Popa proudly secured all awards covering the
Romanian jurisdiction.
Benchmark Litigation is considered the definitive guide to litigation firms and attorneys. Published by
Euromoney Institutional Investor, it conducts a thorough researched, based on extensive interviews with litigators,
dispute resolution specialists and their clients, to identify the leading litigators and firms. More information on the
awards, here.
“These two awards are yet another great international accolade for our firm. They showcase the particularly strong
case record and excellent client feedback the firm prides with, as well as the specific features of our dispute
resolution practice: truly international and dedicated to complex, sophisticated mandates” said Luminita Popa,
Managing Partner.
The Suciu Popa team is one of the most capable and strong in the market and provides full legal services in the
area of dispute resolution, being a law firm of choice for global players and leading local companies when dealing
with international and domestic disputes. The litigation team routinely acts in some of the most complex and
high-value disputes for top-notch international companies in infrastructure, energy, pharma, oil & gas, real estate
and media, steadily consolidating the firm’s position as a dispute resolution powerhouse.
Luminița Popa is widely recognized as one of the most experienced lawyers in international dispute resolution,
assisting major clients and highly demanding projects in various business sectors such as energy, natural resources,
infrastructure and construction. She is constantly recommended by specialized international publications and
ranking directories such as Who’s Who Legal: Arbitration, Legal 500 EMEA, Benchmark Litigation or Global
Arbitration Review as leading practitioner in international dispute resolution. In June 2018 Luminița was
appointed Court Member of the ICC International Court of Arbitration.
This recent recognition marks another exceptional distinction for the firm, which is highly ranked in Legal 500
EMEA, Chambers Europe and IFLR 1000, Who’s Who Legal, and also recurrently recognized as „one of the
world’s leading international arbitration practices” by Global Arbitration Review’s GAR 100.
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